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‘Aaj ki taaza khabar, aaj ki taaza khabar’ (Today’s fresh news, today’s fresh news). 

I can almost hear the newspaper hawkers as I recreate the scene in my mind. A notorious Karachi
traffic jam. A captive audience, trapped without the handy distraction of cellphones. And 
newspaper hawkers moving quickly from one potential customer to the next, repeating aloud 
the most taaza  ¶ news updates, often with added sensationalism and commentary for impact.

This was a common scenario when I was growing up in the 1990s, but more than two decades 
later it feels like a distant memory. There are fewer and fewer newspaper hawkers at traffic 
signals. Newspaper circulations continue to plummet, as do advertising revenues. Newsrooms 
are getting smaller, while the journalists working in these shrinking newsrooms face censorship, 
self-censorship, targeted attacks, pay cuts, layoffs, and little room for career growth. Despite 
these conditions, print journalists continue to report but their work reaches fewer and fewer 
eyeballs. News is often broken on television, news websites, and social media before it appears 
in print the following day. By the time a newspaper reaches the precious few who still have 
subscriptions, most of the news items it carries are not exactly taaza. The medium that once 
brought us the freshest news has gone stale itself. 

What purpose does the newspaper serve now? And what purpose can it serve? I have been 
exploring these questions in Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar (Fresh Naan, Stale News), an ongoing 
series since 2019 in which I work with found newspaper scraps. These old newspaper fragments, 
which came to me repurposed as wrappers for food items such as naans, samosas, and parathas, 
serve as entry points into thinking about how news is broken, consumed, remembered, and 
forgotten. They also allow me to reflect on the value of newspapers and the limitations of print 
news coverage in Pakistan. 

Like most found objects, the recontextualised fragments of paper I work with have a history. 
These objects have outlived their initial utility and crossed their sell-by dates. They are now 
living a second life and hold many different stories in addition to the ones originally printed 
on them.

Baasi Khabar : Breaking, Consuming, Forgetting, 
and Remembering the News

Fahad Naveed

¶ Taaza literally means fresh but in this context it suggests ‘latest.’
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Image I. Fahad Naveed, 2022, Photograph of Found Newspaper, Karachi. Image 2. Screengrab: Translation of the Korean newspaper scrap provided by Google Lens
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A few years ago, I collaborated with Dhaka-based filmmaker Rezwan Shahriar Sumit for Baasi 
News (Stale News), an online publication of forgotten news, which remained live till January 
2023. Sumit collected many Bengali language newspaper scraps in Dhaka, but most of my 
collection remained restricted to English. When I asked a naan vendor why this is, he told me 
that he did not want to use Urdu newspapers as they often had ‘Allah ka naam (Allah’s name)’ 
on them. He did not want to be disrespectful or cause offence.

Since this conversation, I have been mindful of this fact and have rarely spotted Allah’s name in 
the newspaper scraps I have received. The only exceptions are advertisements which sometimes 
say InshaAllah and MashAllah. Advertisements are exceptions in other ways too. English 
newspapers, for example, also carry Urdu advertisements. On multiple occasions, I have gotten 
excited thinking I have received an Urdu newspaper with my naan, only to discover that it is an 
Urdu advertisement printed in an English newspaper.

Regardless of the reason, looking primarily at English language newspapers limits the kind of 
stories featured in this project. These are stories originally written for a specific readership and 
people have particular perceptions of who these might be. In a page from Dawn that is full of 
matrimonial advertisements (Image 3), one from the matchmaker Mrs. Masood stands out. Her 
clients include graduates from MIT, Cardiff, and LUMS; multiple PhDs from Canada; and at least 
one ‘elite family’ based in the US. Presumably, what would be a better space to advertise than 
Pakistan’s English language newspaper of choice when looking for rishtas ¶ for these premium 
candidates? While not everyone who reads the paper actually belongs to this social strata, the 
advertisements do indicate that the English language is widely associated with the ‘elite’ in Pakistan. 

English newspaper readership in Pakistan has always been comparatively small. Lately, Urdu 
newspapers have also been struggling. According to one survey conducted in 2019, only 19 
percent of Pakistanis said that they read newspapers.3  As per a November 2022 poll, when 
asked if they had read a newspaper in the past few days, 90 percent of respondents replied in 
the negative.4  While all forms of journalism, including digital and electronic, are plagued with 
concerns about freedom, fairness, and independence, print journalism is in an overall state of 
decline. Soon newspapers as physical objects that one can hold and store may not be around. 
The value of newspapers as public records remains unmatched, particularly in Pakistan where 
television archives are few and inaccessible, and news websites routinely lose old articles when 
their design is updated. I have experienced this myself. Multiple stories that I have worked on 
over the years are no longer available online or have broken links. But their print versions are 
stored safely. 

¶ Matrimonial matches

Lost in Translation:  
Language, Consumption, Access, and the Written Word

I was given this Korean newspaper scrap (Image 1) by a food vendor in Karachi as a small 
paper bag holding my order of bhutta ¶. The story originally published on the paper is likely an 
advertorial about a company that produces water purifiers. I say likely because this is mostly 
guesswork on my part. I cannot read the news story, and the little I can understand is thanks to 
a simple Google Lens search and translation (Image 2). 

I am not the intended audience for this newspaper. No one in Karachi is. Here the news 
item originally printed on the newspaper becomes completely irrelevant. That story is lost 
in translation but the object takes on a new life and meaning. I wonder what journeys the 
newspaper must have embarked upon before ending up in the hands of a street food vendor 
in Karachi and, finally, coming to me. As Igor Kopytoff argues, the biographies of things can be 
very revealing and may make the obscure salient.1  Looking at an object in the present can only 
tell us so much—its history, journey, utilities, and travels must also be considered.

While thinking about object biographies, consumption, and meaning in the context of newspaper 
scraps found in Karachi, language becomes a salient issue. It must be acknowledged here that, 
at least to some of the street food vendors who have handed me these newspaper scraps, the 
English language newspapers may be as inaccessible as the Korean ones. And written Urdu may 
still pose similar challenges for others. The written word limits the potential audience, making 
newspapers difficult to access for many. At small roadside hotels one often sees televisions 
blasting the news, while newspaper scraps are quickly wrapped around naans and handed off to 
customers. In this context, the television is a news source while the newspaper has a completely 
different utility.

This also brings up a limitation of the methodology I use for Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar. I 
work with newspaper scraps that come to me by chance. The initial idea was that, much like a 
subscriber receives a newspaper with taaza news every morning, I would receive a newspaper 
scrap carrying baasi news with my naan every night. My newspaper collection process has 
evolved over time, but still, I rarely go out seeking newspaper scraps for this project. Initially, 
as my collection of old newspapers started growing, it became very clear that a vast majority 
of these were from English language newspapers, mostly Dawn 2  and sometimes the Express 
Tribune. This is not to suggest that Urdu newspapers are never reused or recirculated as food 
wrappers but that I have not received them.

¶ Corn on the cob.
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Image 3. Fahad Naveed, 2019, Photograph of Found 
Newspaper, Karachi.
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Television news archives are in an even worse shape than news websites. The sheer volume 
of data produced by news channels that run 24/7 is immense, and it requires a considerable 
amount of memory and resources to store it. As a result, many news channel archives in Pakistan 
are neglected. And so, we turn to newspapers. For the most part, newspapers are no longer the 
first ones to break the news. But they are still the most reliable way to store, archive, and 
remember the news, whether that news is good or bad. Newspaper archives have an undeniable 
transportive quality. I often find myself revisiting, reliving, and remembering the past through 
baasi news.

Newspapers as Public Records and National Memory

I clearly remember the day it happened. I was in my office at Haroon House. Between editing 
stories, I called the canteen extension and ordered chai and a samosa, which I ate while mostly 
looking at my computer. After finishing editing, I picked up the oil-soaked newspaper on which 
I had been served the samosa. I was horrified to see a photograph of a memorial for the children 
who had been killed in the 2014 Peshawar school massacre (Image 4). 

As I held the newspaper, many questions rushed through my mind. How did this newspaper 
scrap exchange multiple sets of hands without someone noticing the photographs of these 
smiling children, one with the word shaheed ¶ written on it? How did the newspaper travel back 
to the Dawn office? Or did it never leave?

The newspaper scrap was from Dawn’s December 17, 2018 front page with a special report 
published on the anniversary of the massacre. The country was shaken when the school was 
first attacked. Nearly a decade has passed, but every year there is news coverage to mark the 
anniversaries. The families will always carry this loss with them and it is important that we as a 
people also continue to remember this incident. Through repetition and remembrances in the 
public domain, newspapers remind us of what was lost. To see coverage of this tragedy reduced 
to a samosa wrapper was jarring. 

Newspapers of recordø that report, contextualise, and archive major developments are 
important. These leaves of history are not always looking back at national tragedies. They also 

¶ Martyr
ø The term, first used by the New York Times, is used to describe reputable, major national newspapers. Image 4. Fahad Naveed, 2019, Photograph of Found Newspaper, Karachi.
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Image 5. Fahad Naveed, 2020, Photograph of Found Newspaper, Karachi.

Breaking the News: Newsworthiness and the News Cycle

Much has been said about the insensitivity of breaking news reporting in Pakistan. Unfortunately, 
deciding the newsworthiness of stories often comes down to ranking tragedies and assigning 
value to them. With Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar, I attempt to unsettle these hierarchies. 
This was part of the intention from the project’s inception. When I framed and placed old 
newspaper scraps in a gallery space, it was an invitation for visitors to interact with discarded, 
often forgotten, stories that were no longer newsworthy. It was an invitation to experience an 
alternative archive and record of history. 

Accompanying the framed newspaper scraps was Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar-1, a video I 
displayed at the aforementioned show. In the video, I am sitting on a chair, holding printouts of 
my previous news stories. A cup of chai is on a table next to me, along with a naan placed on a 
newspaper scrap. I read the news stories out loud from the printouts, as if I am reading a news 
bulletin. While reading, I drink chai and eat naan off the old newspaper (Image 6). 

When I recently revisited the video, I spotted the beginnings of many of the arguments I have 
made in this essay. The news read out loud in English seemed stilted and out of place. I was 
reminded of the English news bulletins on Dawn News, which started out as Pakistan’s first 
English-language news channel before pivoting to full-time Urdu news programming. Questions 
of language and access have always been of importance to Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar. The video 
also offers a sharp contrast to the sensationalist way breaking news is typically delivered. I read 
the news deliberately slowly, and by the end of the 14-minute video, I am visibly tired and 
fumbling my lines. 

report achievements and reasons to celebrate. When a young sportsperson breaks a record, the 
previous reporting helps contextualise that milestone. When a film makes history at a prestigious 
film festival, bringing that information to local audiences ensures that this achievement will 
be remembered in the years to come. And when an article (Image 5) celebrates a ‘remarkable 
treatise on 150 years’ of the Urdu novel,5  it also reminds us of the importance of documenting 
the country’s cultural history.

While newspapers remind us of what happened before, their silences must also be taken 
into consideration. Even with newspapers of record, the coverage is not without omissions, 
censorship, and bias. These records only hold what was considered newsworthy by some and, 
in the process, other stories must have been deemed not worth sharing and recording.
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‘You’re not tired, are you?’ I ask my friend who is off-screen, filming the video with a handheld 
camera. The question is also directed at the viewers. ‘I am,’ she responds. I tell her that she can 
stop filming. In the next shot, I am no longer in the frame. The pretend news bulletin has ended. 
All that remains is the crumpled newspaper scrap, with crumbs of naan and baasi news. 

It all comes back to the physical presence of the newspaper. The fact that you can hold it, that 
you can store it. Even after being discarded as raddi ¶  paper, newspapers continue to resurface. 
And even after this baasi news has lost its newsworthiness, it makes its way back to our homes 
and into our hands, refusing to be forgotten or letting us forget.

¶ Scrap

Image 6. Fahad Naveed, 2019, Taaza Naan, Baasi Khabar-1, Single Channel Video, Karachi.
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